Epee Fencing: A Complete System
Synopsis

This book studies epee more thoroughly and completely than any other. Vass, a Hungarian national coach, lays out a comprehensive system from fundamental actions to the most advanced tactics. The book is profusely illustrated with drawings that capture every nuance of Vass’s technique. Readers will return to it again and again for new insights. This is the second, revised edition of Stephan Khinoy’s revised translation.
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Customer Reviews

Complicated! But a good add-on to my Fencing 2.0 and other books. Trying to add some strategy to my epee fencing without benefit of a coach is daunting and great books like this provide insights. It would take years to develop the full range of fencing options outlined in this book but .. it give you some very important insights and tips you can use immediately.

Excellent epee fencing book for advanced techniques, and the tactical application of those techniques. Bought the book on the recommendation of a Fencing Master to obtain increased low-line fencing actions, particularly in seven. The writing is a little stiff from the translation into English, but the information desired is there.

Covering most aspects of the discipline! Looking forward to it as a reference in the future! As a beginner I think I will find it very useful.
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